Abstract. A module is called automorphism-invariant if it is invariant under any automorphism of its injective envelope. In this survey article we present the current state of art dealing with such class of modules.
automorphism (f, 1 E(B) ) : E(A) ⊕ E(B) → E(A) ⊕ E(B).
As M is automorphisminvariant, we get that (f, 1 E(B) )(M ) ⊆ M . But this means that f (A) ⊆ A by construction. Thus it follows that Lemma 1. [24] A direct summand of an automorphism-invariant module is automorphism-invariant. Lemma 2. [24] If for two modules M 1 and M 2 , M 1 ⊕ M 2 is automorphisminvariant, then M 1 is M 2 -injective and M 2 is M 1 -injective.
In [24] it was also noted that a module M is automorphism-invariant if and only if every isomorphism between any two essential submodules of M extends to an automorphism of M . Thus it follows that any pseudo-injective module is automorphisminvariant. Lee and Zhou in [24] asked if automorphism-invariant modules are the same as pseudo-injective modules. This was answered in the affirmative by Er, Singh and Srivastava in [11] where it is shown that We would like to emphasize here that although automorphism-invariant modules and pseudo-injective modules are the same, the idea of looking at invariance under automorphisms of injective envelope is much simpler to work with as compared to earlier used definition of (pseudo-injective and hence) automorphisminvariant modules. Teply [32] gave a very difficult construction for modules that are automorphism-invariant but not quasi-injective. But this new way of looking at such modules gives us examples that are much easier to construct.
Example. [11] Let R be the ring of all eventually constant sequences (x n ) n∈N of elements in F 2 . Then E(R R ) = n∈N F 2 , which has only one automorphism, namely the identity automorphism. Thus, R R is automorphism-invariant but it is not quasi-injective.
As a consequence of the fact that automorphism-invariant modules and pseudoinjective modules are the same, it follows easily that Corollary 4.
[11] Any automorphism-invariant module M satisfies the C2 property, that is, every submodule of M isomorphic to a direct summand of M is itself a direct summand of M .
When is an automorphism-invariant module quasi-injective
As automorphism-invariant modules generalize the notion of quasi-injective modules, it is natural to ask when is an automorphism-invariant module quasi-injective. This question has a natural connection to the problem of characterizing when endomorphism ring of a module is additively generated by its unit elements. If each endomorphism of the injective envelope of a module M is a sum of automorphisms then clearly M is automorphism-invariant if and only if M is quasi-injective. Laszlo Fuchs raised the question of determining when an endomorphism ring is generated additively by automorphisms. For abelian groups, this question has been studied by many authors including Hill [18] and Stringall [29] .
The structure theory of von Neumann regular right self-injective rings yields that any von Neumann regular right self-injective ring R is a direct product of an abelian regular ring and a product of proper matrix rings over elementary divisor rings. Using this observation Khurana and Srivastava proved that each element of a right self-injective ring R is the sum of two units if and only if R has no homomorphic image isomorphic to the field of two elements F 2 (see [21] , [22] ). Thus it follows that each endomorphism of a continuous (and hence also of injective and quasiinjective) module M is the sum of two automorphisms if and only if End(M ) has no homomorphic image isomorphic to F 2 . Guil Asensio and Herzog proved that if M is a flat cotorsion (in particular, pure injective) module, then End(M )/J(End(M )) is a von Neumann regular right self-injective ring [14] . Thus each endomorphism of a flat cotorsion module M is the sum of two automorphisms if and only if End(M ) has no homomorphic image isomorphic to F 2 .
In [17] , Guil Asensio and Srivastava showed that if M is a right R-module such that End(M ) has no homomorphic image isomorphic to F 2 , then End(E(M )) has no homomorphic image isomorphic to F 2 either. Thus it follows that Theorem 5. [17] If M is a right R-module such that End(M ) has no homomorphic image isomorphic to F 2 , then M is quasi-injective if and only M is automorphism-invariant.
Using the above theorem and the observation that if R is any ring and S, a subring of its center Z(R) such that F 2 does not admit a structure of right Smodule, then for any right R-module M , the endomorphism ring End(M ) has no homomorphic image isomorphic to F 2 , Guil Asensio and Srivastava proved in [17] that Theorem 6. [17] Let A be an algebra over a field F with more than two elements. Then any right A-module M is automorphism-invariant if and only if M is quasi-injective.
This extends a result of Dickson and Fuller [10] where they proved that if R is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field F with more than two elements then an indecomposable automorphism-invariant right R-module must be quasi-injective. The following example is from [30] and it shows why we need to assume that the field F has more than two elements in the above theorem.
where F 2 is the field with two elements.
This ring R is an example of a finite-dimensional algebra over a field with two elements such that there exists an indecomposable right R-module e 11 R which is automorphism-invariant but not quasi-injective.
As a consequence of the above theorem, we also have the following
If A is an algebra over a field F with more than two elements such that A is automorphism-invariant as a right A-module, then A is right self-injective.
Thus, in particular, we have the following
be an automorphism-invariant group algebra, where K is a field with more than two elements. Then the group G must be finite.
We have already seen that an automorphism-invariant module M satisfies the property C2. Now if we assume, in addition, that M satisfies the property C1, then M is a continuous module and hence M is invariant under any idempotent endomorphism of E(M ). Since E(M ) is a clean module, being an injective module, any endomorphism of E(M ) is a sum of an idempotent endomorphism and an automorphism. Thus, as a CS automorphism-invariant module M is invariant under both idempotent endomorphisms and automorphisms of E(M ), we have the following.
The above result shows, in particular, that if a continuous module M is not quasi-injective then M cannot be automorphism-invariant. Also, it shows that if M is an automorphism-invariant module which is not quasi-injective then M cannot be a continuous module.
Endomorphism rings and structure of automorphism-invariant modules
Faith and Utumi studied endomorphism ring of a quasi-injective module and extended the result of Warfield about endomorphism ring of an injective module by proving that if M is a quasi-injective module and R = End(M ), then J(R) consists of all endomorphisms of M having essential kernel and R/J(R) is a von Neumann regular ring [12] . Later, Osofsky [27] proved that R/J(R) is right self-injective too.
In [16] Guil Asensio and Srivastava extended the above mentioned result of Faith and Utumi to automorphism-invariant modules by proving that Proposition 10. [16] Let M be an automorphism-invariant module and R = End(M ). Then ∆ = {f ∈ R : Ker(f ) ⊆ e M } is the Jacobson radical of R, R/J(R) is a von Neumann regular ring and idempotents lift modulo J(R).
Note that in the above proposition, unlike quasi-injective modules, R/J(R) is not necessarily right self-injective. In the example where R is the ring of all eventually constant sequences (x n ) n∈N of elements in F 2 , as R is von Neumann regular, J(R) = 0 and thus R/J(R) is not self-injective. It was shown in [23, Corollary 3.8] that the endomorphism ring of a pseudo-injective module is von Neumann regular modulo its Jacobson radical.
In [11] and [15] , the structure of an automorphism-invariant module is studied and it is shown that Theorem 11. ( [11] , [15] ) Let M be an automorphism-invariant module. Then M has a decomposition M = A ⊕ B where A is quasi-injective and B is square-free.
Recall that a module M is called square-free if M does not contain a nonzero submodule N isomorphic to X ⊕ X for some module X. Since B is square-free, all the idempotents in End(B)/J(End(B)) are central (see [25, Lemma 3.4] ). Consequently, we have that
where R 1 is a von Neumann regular right self-injective ring and R 2 is an abelian regular ring.
As a consequence of this structure of automorphism-invariant modules, it may be deduced that Theorem 13. [11] If R is a prime right non-singular, right automorphisminvariant ring, then R is right self-injective.
In particular, this answers the question raised by Clark and Huynh in [6, Remark 3.4] .
Corollary 14. [11]
A simple right automorphism-invariant ring is right selfinjective.
To understand the square-free part of automorphism-invariant modules, note that if M is a square-free automorphism-invariant module, then End(M )/J(End(M )) is an abelian regular ring. Therefore, End(M )/J(End(M )) and hence End(M ) is both right as well as left quasi-duo. Recall that a ring R is called a right quasiduo ring if every maximal right ideal of R is two-sided. It is not known whether quasi-duo rings are left-right symmetric. Now, assume N is an automorphism-invariant module such that End(N ) is left quasi-duo. We claim that in this situation N is square-free. Assume to the contrary that N = N 1 ⊕ N 2 ⊕ N 3 with N 1 ∼ = N 2 . Let I be a maximal left ideal of End(N ) containing a = i N2⊕N3 π N2⊕N3 where i N2⊕N3 : N 2 ⊕ N 3 → N and π N2⊕N3 : N → N 2 ⊕ N 3 are structural injection and projection. Since End(N ) is left quasi-duo, I is a two-sided ideal of End(N ). Let ϕ : N 1 → N 2 be an isomorphism. Define f = i N2 ϕπ N1 and g = i N1 ϕ −1 π N2 + i N3 π N3 . Then af + ga ∈ I and it is a monomorphism. Since N is automorphism-invariant, there exists an h ∈ End(N ) such that h(af + ga) = 1. Thus I = End(N ), a contradiction. Hence N is square-free. Thus, we have Theorem 15. Let M be an automorphism-invariant module. Then M is square-free if and only if End(M ) is left (and hence right) quasi-duo.
Properties of automorphism-invariant modules
The notion of exchange property for modules was introduced by Crawley and Jónnson [7] . A right R-module M is said to satisfy the exchange property if for every right R-module A and any two direct sum decompositions
). If this hold only for |I| < ∞, then M is said to satisfy the finite exchange property. Crawley and Jónnson raised the question whether the finite exchange property always implies the full exchange property but this question is still open.
A ring R is called an exchange ring if the module R R (or R R) satisfies the (finite) exchange property. Warfield [34] showed that exchange rings are left-right symmetric and that a module M has the finite exchange property if and only if End(M ) is an exchange ring.
Warfield [33] proved that injective modules satisfy the full exchange property. This was later extended by Fuchs [13] who showed that quasi-injective modules too satisfy the full exchange property. So it is natural to ask whether automorphisminvariant modules satisfy the exchange property. We have already discussed that if M is an automorphism-invariant module, then End(M )/J(End(M )) is a von Neumann regular ring and idempotents lift modulo J(End(M ))). Thus by [26 
Nicholson introduced the notion of clean rings in [26] . A ring R is called a clean ring if each element a ∈ R can be expressed as a = e + u where e is an idempotent in R and u is a unit in R. It is not difficult to see that clean rings are exchange. A module M is called a clean module if End(M ) is a clean ring. For example, continuos modules are known to be clean.
Nicholson proved that an exchange ring with central idempotents is a clean ring. Thus, in particular, an abelian regular ring is clean. It is known that any right self-injective ring is clean. Now, for any automorphism-invariant module M , we have that End(M )/J(End(M )) ∼ = R 1 × R 2 where R 1 is a von Neumann regular right self-injective ring and R 2 is an abelian regular ring. Since both R 1 and R 2 are clean rings and direct product of clean rings is clean, it follows that End(M )/J(End(M )) is a clean ring. It is known that if R/J(R) is a clean ring and idempotents lift modulo J(R), then R is a clean ring. Because idempotents lift modulo J(End(M )), we have the following result.
Theorem 17. [16] Automorphism-invariant modules are clean.
A module M is called directly-finite if M is not isomorphic to a proper summand of itself. A ring R is called directly-finite if xy = 1 implies yx = 1 for any x, y ∈ R.
It is well-known that a module M is directly-finite if and only if its endomorphism ring End(M ) is directly-finite.
A module M is said to have the cancellation property if whenever M ⊕ A ∼ = M ⊕ B, then A ∼ = B. A module M is said to have the internal cancellation property
A module with the cancellation property always satisfies the internal cancellation property but the converse need not be true, in general. Fuchs [13] proved that if M is a module with the finite exchange property, then M has the cancellation property if and only if M has the internal cancellation property.
A module A is said to have the substitution property if for every module M with decompositions M = A 1 ⊕ H = A 2 ⊕ K with A 1 ∼ = A ∼ = A 2 , there exists a submodule C of M (necessarily ∼ = A) such that M = C ⊕ H = C ⊕ K. In general, we have the following relation among these notions; substitution =⇒ cancellation =⇒ internal cancellation =⇒ directly-finite.
In [16] Guil Asensio and Srivastava proved that if M is a directly-finite automorphisminvariant module, then E(M ) is also directly-finite. Using this they showed that if 
Automorphism-invariant Leavitt path algebras
In a recent preprint [5] , automorphism-invariant Leavitt path algebras have been studied. Let K be a field and E be an arbitrary directed graph. Let E 0 be the set of vertices, and E 1 be the set of edges of directed graph E. Consider two maps r : E 1 → E 0 and s :
is called the source of e and r(e) is called the range of e. If e is an edge starting from vertex v and pointing toward vertex w, then we imagine an edge starting from vertex w and pointing toward vertex v and call it the ghost edge of e and denote it by e * . We denote by (E 1 ) * , the set of all ghost edges of directed graph E. If v ∈ E 0 does not emit any edges, i.e. s The Leavitt path algebra of E with coefficients in K, denoted by L K (E), is the Kalgebra generated by the sets E 0 , E 1 , and (E 1 ) * , subject to the following conditions:
s(e)e = e = er(e) and r(e)e * = e * = e * s(e) for all e in E 1 . (CK1) e * i e j = δ ij r(e i ) for all e i , e j ∈ E 1 . (CK2) If v ∈ E 0 is any regular vertex, then v = {e∈E 1 :s(e)=v} ee * .
Conditions (CK1) and (CK2) are known as the Cuntz-Krieger relations. If E 0 is finite, then vi∈E 0 v i is an identity for L K (E) and if E 0 is infinite, then E 0 generates a set of local units for L K (E). The reader is referred to [1] , [2] and [3] for more details on Leavitt path algebras.
An infinite path γ is a sequence of edges e 1 e 2 . . . e n . . . such that r(e i ) = s(e i+1 ) for each i ∈ N. The infinite path γ is called an infinite sink if there are no bifurcations nor cycles at any vertex in the path. We say that an infinite path p ends in a sink if there exists an infinite sink γ and edges e 1 , . . . e n ∈ E 1 such that p = e 1 e 2 . . . e n γ.
Aranda Pino et al. [5] have recently proved the following Theorem 19.
[5] Let E be a graph such that no vertex in E emits infinitely many edges and let R = L K (E). Then the following are equivalent; (a) R is automorphism-invariant as a right R-module. (d) E is acyclic and every infinite path ends in a sink.
Modules invariant under automorphisms of their pure-injective envelope
In [15] , Guil Asensio, Keskin Tütüncü and Srivastava have developed a general theory of modules which are invariant under automorphisms of their envelope. The theory applies, in particular, to the modules which are invariant under automorphisms of their pure-injective envelope. We would like to finish this paper by developing in this section a more direct approach to the study of modules which are invariant under automorphisms of their pure injective envelope, based on the results we have included in the previous sections. Let us recall that a short exact sequence
remains exact in Ab for any left R-module X, equivalently, if any finitely presented module F is projective with respect to it. And a module E ∈ Mod-R is called pure-injective if it is injective with respect to any pure-exact sequence. When dealing with pure-injectivity, the so-called 'functor category technique' is quite frequently used. Let us briefly explain the basic ideas behind this technique. An abelian category C is called a Grothendieck category if C has coproducts, exact direct limits and a generator set of objects. And, a Grothendieck category C is called locally finitely presented if it has a generator set {C i } i∈I consisting of finitely presented objects. Recall that an object C ∈ C is called finitely presented if the functor Hom C (C, −) : C → Ab commutes with direct limits. Every locally finitely presented Grothendieck category C has enough injective objects and every object C ∈ C can be essentially embedded in an injective object E(C), called the injective envelope of C (see e.g. [28] ).
It is well-known (see e.g. [8, 28] ) that one can associate to any module category Mod-R, a locally finitely presented Grothendieck category C, which is usually called the functor category of Mod-R, and a fully faithful embedding F : Mod−R → C satisfying the following properties:
(1) The functor F has a right adjoint functor G : C → Mod-R.
(2) A short exact sequence
in Mod-R is pure if and only if the induced sequence F (Σ) is exact (and pure) in C.
(3) F preserves finitely generated objects, i.e., the image of any finitely generated object in Mod-R is a finitely generated object in C.
(4) F identifies Mod-R with the full subcategory of C consisting of the all FPinjective objects in C where an object C ∈ C is FP-injective if Ext 1 C (X, C) = 0 for every finitely presented object X ∈ C.
(5) A module M ∈ Mod-R is pure-injective if and only if F (M ) is an injective object of C.
(6) Every module M ∈ Mod-R admits a pure embedding in a pure-injective object P E(M ) ∈ Mod-R such that the image of this embedding under F is the injective envelope of F (M ) in C. The pure-injective object P E(M ) is called the pure-injective envelope of M .
We easily deduce the following key result from the above properties:
Proposition 20. Let M be a right R-module. Then M is invariant under automorphisms (resp., endomorphisms) of its pure-injective envelope in Mod-R if and only if F (M ) is invariant under automorphisms (resp., endomorphisms) of its injective envelope in C.
This proposition allows as to extend the result obtained for modules which are invariant under automorphisms of their injective envelope to this new setting.
On the other hand, let us recall that a module object Q in a Grothendieck category is called quasi-injective if every morphism f : C → Q, where C is a subobject of Q, extends to an endomorphism of Q. And this property is equivalent to the claim that Q is invariant under endomorphisms of its injective envelope E(Q). Therefore, it seems natural to state the following definition:
Definition. A module M in Mod-R is called quasi pure-injective if it is invariant under endomorphisms of its pure-injective envelope, equivalently, if F (M ) is a quasi-injective object in the associated functor category C.
It is well-known that any object C in a Grothendieck category admits a minimal embedding u : C → Q in a quasi-injective object Q, which is called its quasiinjective envelope. In particular, this shows that, for any module M , the object F (M ) has a quasi-injective envelope u : F (M ) → Q in the functor category C of Mod-R. By construction, F (M ) is an FP-injective object of C, but we cannot see any reason why this object Q must be also FP-injective and thus, belong to the image of the functor F . As a consequence, it seems that in general, modules in Mod-R do not need to have a quasi pure-injective envelope.
Surprisingly, it seems that this natural problem has never been considered and clarified in the literature. Our next example tries to shed some light to the possible consequences that this lack of quasi pure-injective envelopes may have in the characterization of quasi pure-injective modules.
Example 21. Let R be a commutative PID. Then an R-module M is flat if and only if it is torsion-free and therefore, the only possible pure ideals of R are 0 and R itself. This means that any homomorphism f : N → R from a pure ideal N of R to R trivially extends to an endomorphism of R. However, if R would always be quasi pure-injective, then we would get that where E(F (R)) is the injective envelope of F (R) in C. And, as the endomorphism ring of an injective object in a Grothendieck category is always left pure-injective, this would mean that any commutative PID is pure-injective. But this is not the case, as for instance the case of Z shows.
We finish this section by showing different applications of Proposition 20 to the study of modules M which are invariant under automorphisms of their pure-injective envelope. Proofs are based on applying the corresponding results to the image F (M ) of the module in the functor category.
As an analogue of Theorem 5, we have the following in this new setting.
Theorem 22. [15] Let M be a right R-module. If End(M ) has no homomorphic images isomorphic to F 2 , then M is invariant under automorphisms of its pure-injective envelope if and only it is quasi pure-injective.
In particular, a module M over an algebra A over a field with more than two elements is invariant under automorphisms of its pure-injective envelope if and only if it is quasi pure-injective.
The next theorem is an analogue of Theorems 11 and 12. Since it is known that a quasi pure-injective module satisfies the full exchange property [36, Theorem 11] and any square-free module with the finite exchange property satisfies the full exchange property, we have the following as a consequence of the above theorem. Theorem 24.
[15] Let M be a module which is invariant under automorphisms of its pure-injective envelope. Then M satisfies the full exchange property.
Also, we have the following Theorem 25. [15] Let M be a module which is invariant under automorphisms of its pure-injective envelope. Then M is a clean module.
